**colorshow CHAMELEON™ USER MANUAL & TIPS TO PLAY**

**SHAPING UP FOR FUN!**

**MODE 1: (FOR TINY)**

SLIDE SILLY SPINE ← LEFT
I'M A PRESS BUTTON BUDDY
Shapes go in, but won’t fall through. Presto, press buttons!

WHEN PLAYING IN MODE 1:
PRESS 🎉🎈🎉
for fun phrases, songs & sounds focused on content.

**MODE 2: (FOR TODDLERHOOD)**

SLIDE SILLY SPINE → RIGHT
I'M A SHAPE SORTER
Fill the belly and watch it glow, pull open the door and set the shapes free!

WHEN PLAYING IN MODE 2:
PRESS 🎁🎈🎁
for colors, numbers and shapes mixed with fun phrases, songs & sounds.

**PLAYING WITH YOUR CHAMELEON**

- Off - Slide right to bring me to life
- Volume - Low to High (Based on popular demand)
- 🌟🌟🌟 I take naps after playtime. But I’m a light sleeper. A tiny touch will wake me up!

**CARRYING FOR YOUR CHAMELEON**

A Clean Chameleon is a Happy Chameleon
Just a hint: wrapping with a slightly damp cloth will do the trick!

No - Sun, Heat, Water, Hard Surface (Landing)
This breed of Chameleon is not a fan of direct sunlight or heat
nor is it at getting wet or crash landing on hard surfaces.

Battery Tip
Pop out those batteries during extended play breaks.

**CHAMELEON BEHAVING STRANGLY?**

If your Chameleon starts acting strangely, we suggest you:
1. Turn it off and then on again.
2. If that doesn’t do the trick, remove batteries and give it a minute
   or two before putting them back in and turning back on.
3. If that’s still the case, visit us online to visit our Running Chameleon
   store online, call the experts, and we’ll help!
4. We do not recommend using our Chameleon too much.
   (We’re happy for Chameleons!
   Call us: 1-800-365-4914 out or Canada)

Please retain this information for future reference. Before each use, remove all plastic, thread, and/or carton
packaging materials before giving any toy to a child. In an effort to continually improve our products, the item inside this
package may vary slightly from the photographs. Conforms to safety requirements of ASTM F963.
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3 x AA (LR6) batteries
(They’re included)